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Abstract
This document is a first draft for the provisions necessary to
upgrade the definitions of URIs [RFC 2396] and IRIs (Internationalized
Resource Identifiers, [IRI]) to work with internationalized domain
names.

1. Introduction
Internet domain names serve to identify hosts and services on the
Internet in a convenient way. The IETF IDN working group is currently
working on extending the character repertoire usable in domain names
beyond a subset of US-ASCII.
One of the most important places where domain names appear are
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs, [RFC 2396], as modified by
[RFC2732]). However, in the current definition of the generic URI
syntax, the restrictions on domain names are 'hard-coded'. This
document proposes to relax these restrictions by updating the syntax,
and defines how internationalized domain names are encoded in URIs.

URIs themselves are restricted to a subset of US-ASCII. However,
there is a proposal for relieving these restrictions by creating
a new protocol element called an IRI (Internationalized Resource
Identifier [IRI]). While IRIs in general allow the use of non-ASCII
characters, the syntax of IRIs has the same restriction for domain
names as the syntaxt of URIs. This document proposes to relax these
restrictions, too, in a way that is compatible with the new syntax
for URIs. This means that encoding an internationalized domain name in
an URI and encoding the same name in an IRI will produce an URI and an
IRI that can be converted into each other using the procedures defined
in [IRI] for these conversions.
2. URI syntax changes
The syntax of URIs [RFC2326] currently contains the following rules
relevant to domain names:
hostname
domainlabel
toplabel

= *( domainlabel "." ) toplabel [ "." ]
= alphanum | alphanum *( alphanum | "-" ) alphanum
= alpha | alpha *( alphanum | "-" ) alphanum

The later two rules are changed as follows:
domainlabel
toplabel

= escalphanum | escalphanum *( escalphanum | "-" )
escalphanum
= escalpha | escalpha *( escalphanum | "-" )
escalphanum

and the following rules are added:
escalphanum
escalpha
escaped8
hexdig8

=
=
=
=

escaped8 | alphanum
elcaped8 | alpha
"%" hexdig8 HEXDIG
<<HEXDIG greater than 7>>

The %HH escaping is used to encode characters outside the repertoire
of US-ASCII. This is done by first encoding the characters in UTF-8
[RFC 2279], resulting in a sequence of octets, and then escaping these
octets.
Using UTF-8 assures that this encoding interoperates with IRIs (see
Section 3). It is also alligned with the recommendations in [RFC 2277]
and [RFC 2718], and is consistent with the URN syntax [RFC2141] as
well as recent URL scheme definitions that define encodings of
non-ASCII characters based on (e.g., IMAP URLs [RFC 2192] and POP URLs
[RFC 2384]).
Please note that the use of UTF-8 for encoding internationalized
domain names in URIs is independent of the choice of encoding chosen
for these names in the DNS protocol. In case something else than UTF-8
is chosen for the later, a future version of this document may give

instructions for the conversion if deemed necessary.
The above syntax rules do not extend the possible domain names based
on US-ASCII characters. This may have to be changed in case the IDN
WG should decide to allow such extensions.
The above rules also do not allow escaping of US-ASCII characters,
although this is allowed in the other parts of an URI (except for the
special provisions in case of reserved characters). Allowing such
escaping would make the syntax rules quite a bit more complicated,
would mean that the restrictions on US-ASCII characters can be
circumvented by using escaping, or would lead to much simpler syntax
rules that don't express these restrictions anymore. Even in case
escaping of US-ASCII characters is allowed in order to simplify
processing, it should be noted that it is always better not to escape
US-ASCII characters in domain names because of the possibility that
a resolver cannot unescape them. At least purely US-ASCII domain names
would then always be resolved by such a processor.
While only the restrictions on US-ASCII characters are expressed in the
rules above, all the other restrictions on internationalized
domain names that will be defined by the IDN WG MUST be respected.
The work of the IDN WG currently includes some procedures for name
preparation. Before encoding an internationalized domain name in an
URI, this preparation step SHOULD be applied. However, the resolver
MUST also apply name preparation.

2. IRI syntax changes
The syntax of IRIs [IRI] currently contains the following rules
relevant to domain names:
hostname
domainlabel
toplabel

= *( domainlabel "." ) toplabel [ "." ]
= alphanum | alphanum *( alphanum | "-" ) alphanum
= alpha | alpha *( alphanum | "-" ) alphanum

The later two rules are changed as follows:
domainlabel
toplabel

= intalphanum | intalphanum *( intalphanum | "-" )
intalphanum
= intalpha | intalpha *( intalphanum | "-" )
intalphanum

and the following rules are added:
intalphanum
intalpha
escaped8
hexdig8

=
=
=
=

ichar | alphanum | escaped8
ichar | alpha | escaped8
"%" hexdig8 HEXDIG
<<HEXDIG greater than 7>>

where ichar, as in [IRI], is:
ichar

=

<< any character of UCS [ISO10646] beyond
U+0080, subject to limitations in Section
3.1. of [IRI] >>

With respect to the allowed domain names based on US-ASCII characters,
the same considerations as in Section 2 apply.
As in Section 2, all the other restrictions on internationalized
domain names that will be defined by the IDN WG MUST be respected.
Also, before encoding an internationalized domain name in an IRI,
name preparation SHOULD be applied. However, the IRI resolver MUST
also apply name preparation.
It is expected that the rules in Section 3.1 of [IRI] will be less
restrictive than the rules for internationalized domain names, so that
no escaping is necessary. Nevertheless, escaping is allowed for cases
where not all characters can be directly represented.

4. Security Considerations
Besides the security considerations of [RFC 2396] and [IRI] and those
applying to the various aspects of internationalized domain names in
general, there are currently no known security problems.
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